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Abstract 
 

The online societies of the virtual realm have been rapidly expanding since the beginning of               
the consumer internet. From chat hubs to specialist forums, people have been massively contacting              
and interacting with each other with newly developed tools and methods for over three decades. With                
the rapid expansion of fast internet connections and widespread availability of powerful computers, a              
peer to peer Virtual Reality was born. 
 

It is no longer an “if” but a “when” question of the time in our near future where humanity                   
chooses to participate on a regular daily basis in online living worlds. Being faithful but altered mirrors                 
of the tangible universe, virtual spaces have become a reality for many prosumers and cyber               
enthusiasts all around the globe, especially in those countries with substantial home computer             
availability. Software worlds, much like ours, consist of space, laws, and general content, the latter of                
which we, the players, fit in. As these worlds are created by humans and for humans, they go through                   
various design phases while being developed, similar to those of the architectural planning workflow.              
In order to create a usable world, developed content such as scenery, buildings, interior spaces and                
assisting contextual elements have to have a trait that allows it to fit in with the neighbouring elements,                  
while maintaining desired atmosphere characteristics. As of today, most of the developed content is              
mainly based on the real world humans needs as well as the traditional ergonomics of the human                 
body. 
 

My theory states that the virtual human is significantly different from the real human, and that                
developed and designed architectural space is being done incorrectly for the most part. The sole               
purpose of copying traits into the online realm should be filtered and altered so that the virtual human                  
can fully apprehend the design, without having to overcome unnecessary hurdles in spatial perception.              
Through extensive perceptual experimentation, I plan to find out just how different we are from our                
cyber copies, and what we can do, as designers, in order to allow for greater and simpler immersion                  
methods for the future online societies. These experiments would consist of gathering data on traits               
such as scale, lighting, complexity, and realism, through human trials on different VR gears, with               
access to global testing subjects. After experimentation would be complete, analysis results would             
convey a set of standards and guidelines for online developers and virtual designers to follow and                
implement into their future projects. This would benefit the end user as new content in the form of                  
spatial designs would better fit the way people see and use the virtual space, and allow for longer                  
stretches of time spent being plugged in. 
 

The development of purist online societies is just around the corner for our generations, and               
so it is our duty as designers and researchers to appropriately prepare for this new reality. While for                  
some such propulsion would mean the gradual degradation of the real world, online living could               
potentially gift us new knowledge about our real world life. 
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